
JULY CLUB MEETING 

The next Wright Flyers club meeting will be on 

Saturday, July 26, 2014 at 12:00 noon, at the 
WF field. Food and beverage will be provided 

following the meeting. 
 

MINUTES OF JUNE MEETING 

 The WF meeting was called to order by 

President Bob Chase on June 21st, 2014 

at 12:25 pm. There were 9 members in 

attendance. 

 The Treasury Report was given by Treasurer 

Andrew Yurkovich and  accepted as read 

 Minutes from the May 2014 WF meeting were 

read by President Bob Chase and accepted as 

read. 
 

Old Business: 

 Raffle of the Dremel tool is slated for the March 

2015 meeting, which ends the membership 

renewal period. 

 Noel Garcia is making new letters for WF sign 

on the shelter.   

 Bob Chase is getting the stain for the tables at 

the field. 

 Scout day was very successful and was enjoyed 

by all. 

 If you want a WF logo shirt, you need to get 

your order to Bob Chase by the July meeting. 

 Club incorporation is still in process.  
 

New Business: 

 Field day will be a random Saturday. Those 

present will be drafted. 

 New work to start at landfill near treatment 

facility in upcoming months. 

 The National Park Service has issued a ban on 

flying unmanned aircraft on their lands. It doesn’t 

affect existing club use. 

 North Carolina has proposed legislation to ban 

FPV activity that photographs anyone. 

 Bob calling Rec & Parks to find location for 

tailgate flea market. 

 Doctor at Johns Hop. Med Institute is going to 

test electric aircraft at our field. 

July 2014 

 New member Alex Popp flew at IMAC and 

won 1st place in his class. 
 

There was no show and tell. 
 

RAFFLE 

     
  Bob Chase was the winner of an assortment of 

Sullivan Products’ items. 
 

HAPPY BIRTHDAYS 

 Stewart Bruce  -  August 4 

 Murad Muhammad -  August 8 

 Victor Madison -  August 29 
 

THOUGHT FOR THE DAY 
"There is only one way to kill capitalism – by 

taxes, taxes, and more taxes." Karl Marx  
 

  

WRIGHT FLYERS CLUB IS AN ASSOCIATE MEMBER 

OF THE DEPARTMENT OF RECREATION AND 

PARKS OF BALTIMORE COUNTY 



SAFETY REMINDER   

  A spinning prop shows no mercy, so before you 

start a motor or engine double check that the 

throttle stick is at idle, wires and tools are away 

from the propeller arc and ask someone to hold 

your plane. Once started, think before you reach 

toward the plane 
 

BLURB 

  Two man playing golf were held up by two women 

playing in front of them. One man said: "I'll walk up 

to them and tell them to hurry up." When he returned 

he said: "I have a problem, one of the women is my 

wife and the other one is my mistress." The second 

man said: "I'll walk up to them and hurry them up." 

He came back and said: "We both have the same 

problem.” 
 

TIP OF THE MONTH 

 BALANCING PROPS  
      (published by Model Airplane News) 
 

  When operating RC airplanes (or quadcopters), 

properly balanced propellers are very important. 

Having a balanced prop helps prevent excessive 

vibration which can cause electrical connections to 

loosen, fuel in your gas tank to foam up, and can 

even cause structural damage. Balancing your 

propeller helps avoid all these problems and it is 

very easy to do by following this two-step 

procedure. 

    
  1.  To balance blades, place the mounted prop on 

the balancer with the blades in a horizontal 

position. Remove material from the heavy side, (the 

side that falls when placed horizontally), or add to 

the lighter side until prop stays in a balanced 

horizontal position. 

 2.  To balance the prop hub, place the mounted 

prop on the balancer in a vertical position.  Remove 

material from the heavy side (side that falls when 

placed vertically) or add to the lighter side until 

prop stays in a balanced vertical position. 

 
  Tips for Removing or Adding Weight 
  To remove material from wood or plastic props, 

scrape or sand material from the backside of the 

blade. 

 
  To add material, use drops of CA glue, epoxy or 

“dope” (for wood props). Also, light coats of these 

adhesives work as well. 

  
  



AT THE FIELD  

 The end of June through the beginning of July had moderate temperatures, but gusty winds on many weekends 

that seemed to keep some flyers away from the field. Below, Andrew Yurkovich puts his quadcopter in the air 

following the June club meeting. It seems to look the same from any angle and when the battery runs low, it 

just falls out of the sky.  

 
Below, also following the meeting, Nate Smallwood put on a show with his Precision Aerobatics Ultimate Bipe. 

Far below. Noel Garcia puts an electric powered Mosquito through its paces. This is a good looking foamy.  

 

 
 Below, the rarely seen Pres., Bob Chase, flies an Acro-Wot 2. Its electric powered and flies sweetly. Even 

rarer, Bob was out two days in a row, this time with a Fly Zone Corsair, which also flew well. 

 

 



 

  Below, is William Jeffries [my apologies for misspelling Will’s name in the last newsletter] maidening his  

A-6 Intruder. The plane flies extremely well and sounds great in the air, sort of a cross between a vacuum 

cleaner and a jet aircraft. Unfortunately, the flight never got to the mandatory landing. It seems that one of the 

few remaining trees northwest of the runway reached out and grabbed the plane as it traversed the trees on an 

approach. Undaunted, Will purchased another and had it ready to go the next week. The first flight of A-6 #2 

ended with a landing, albeit with a bounce that caused the canopy/hatch to fly off. 

 
  Above, I’m caught flying my Extreme Flight MX-S powered by a Hacker motor with a 5s LiPO (photos 

courtesy of Lenny Pennisi). The photos show how effective the florescent trim is in improving the visibility of 

the plane in the air. Below, Victor Madison gets some stick time with his foamies, an FMS P-47 and the flat 

foamy F-14 that is the subject of the club build project. Note the one wheel touchdown of the P-47.  

 

 


